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Air supply greatest hits vinyl

The greatest hits is the compilation hits the top of the pop rock duo Air Show.  An unreleased track was released, making Love of Absolutely Nothing as a single and the final top 10 hit groups became. Style: Pop Rock Vinyl: N M Cover: EX (Slight Angle Ding.) Label: Arista Records - AL 8 8024 Country: US Tracklist: A1 Lost in Love 3:51
A2 Until Nights Are The Best 3:57 A3 One That You Love 4:17 A4 Every Woman in the World 3:29 A5 Chances 3:29 A5 Chances 3:51 :32 B1 Make Love out of nothing at all 5:15 B2 all of Love 4:1 B3 Here I 3:46 B4 Sweet Dreams 5:19 All our prices regularly used vinyl passes and 10 minutes Ultra Sonic Cleaning (best cleaning) are then
visually graded under bright light, with a partial play score when considered nice. We encourage you to view all photos and read our comments on the circumstances, as we find these to be more useful than the standard grade. Sometimes we will use a grade set (i.e. VG/VG+) either vinyl or cover if the condition is limiting and difficult to
stick in one category. Note: We don't grade or mention the original case of the printed interior sleeves (if the record is theirs) although we will often picture them if included. If this is a concern for you you can contact us and ask us. Mint: Vinyl - only due to sealed records, or records that we personally acquired, opened but did not play. Of
course since the record has been sealed we cannot guarantee that there are no urgent defects or minor falsification, and since all the sealed records we sell outside the printing, we can only return or exchange sealed records that have been opened. Cover - still sealed. Near Mint (NM): Vinyl - inexpensive record looks almost flawless.
Cover - light wear storage may be typical. Excellent (EX): Vinyl - it may be one or two light brawl marks but should only play as well as the NM record. Cover - has some very minor cosmetic issues, such as light wrinkle, wearing a light ring, nothing very noticeable. Very good plus (VG+): Vinyl - will look played, may have some brawls and
light surface marks/scratches.  Light surface noise may be such as pops, clicks and clicks but they should be transverse, inconsistent and non-overwhelming. It may have a light warping but should not affect the gameplay. Cover - will wear noticeable like wearing a ring, splitting the seam, writing on the cover, wrinkles, etc.  The items can
be a couple (not all) and they shouldn't be major. Very good (VG): vinyl - it will look very played, a lot of marks, quarrels, scratches (maybe deep), and play with perhaps noticeable noise until the background is still fixed but still listen.  It may be counterfeited but should not affect the gameplay. Cover - will have a couple of cosmetic issues
wear a ring, seam split, write on the cover, wrinkles, etc., and will be very pronounced. Good (G): Vinyl - you will play but you will have a lot of issues and a lot of loud Noise.  We rarely list a record in this case. Cover - The cover is damaged to the point that it is unusable to house a record. All layers are divided, the panels are moldy, the
main writing is all over, etc.  The only time we'll include a cover record in this format is if it's rare or the record is in great shape. ship orders within two working days. Rest assured, unlike many sellers and even large companies, we know how to ship vinyl (and LaserDiscs) properly! We used high quality messages, two to three cardboard
and sedsners and if the album that is purchased is shipped out of the cover to prevent damage to layers in transit. When it comes to charging LaserDiscs we don't always ship off the cover as in cross seam wear is not as common. If you want your disks to be shipped out of the cover feel free to notice it when you go out in the message
box. Multiple disks = multiple logs. Four 7 45 = 1 LP special note for 78: Shellac records are more fragile and require additional packaging, and because of this all 78 records will be counted for shipping account purposes. Domestic Shipping (USA): Media Mail: $5.50 fixed price regardless of the number of records (LaserDiscs) you buy!
Priority mail: Prices vary depending on the total weight of your order, and will be calculated when you check out unless your order contains more than 6 laserDiscs. International Shipping: For our international customers the following countries and price preparation. If you do not see your country or would like to quote on another method of
shipping please contact us for a shipping quote. Multiple record sets are counted as multiple records.  Any request over 5 records require you to contact us for the shipping price. Prices include insurance. Customs duties and taxes: Note that the buyer is responsible for any additional customs duties or taxes that you may have incurred.
For customs purposes we only value the packages in the purchase amount, and we will not value them less. All international orders are insured to protect against damage or loss and we must declare the same value to customs. We also will not mark the items as gifts, this is against the law and punishes both buyer and seller. You know
your country's laws, fees/tax amounts if you are not willing to pay them do not place an order. We will charge a restocking fee of up to 25% of the total order, plus any other costs collected by us in the event that your order is returned due to the refusal to pay any required fees from your country. Note: We can no longer ship to the UK
because of the Brexit regulations that require us to register and collect VAT. We don't have the ability to afford this and won't ship to the UK until the country decides to collect their taxes. We also do not ship to Russia or China. Australia and New Zealand International First Class: (1-2 Records $24.00) (3 records $35.00) (4 records
$52.00) International: (1-2 records $48.00) (3 records $61.00) (4 records $65.00) Brazil International First Class: (1-2 Records $26.00) (3 records $40.00 (4 records 58) $00 International Priority: (1-2 Records $53.00) (3 Records $55.00) (4-5 Records $63.00) Canada International First Class: (1-2 Records $1 $1 7.50) (3 Records 2) $5.00)
(4-5 Records $39.00 International Priority: (1-2 Records $37.00) (3 Records $39.00) (4-5 Records $41.00) Austria/Belgium/Denmark/Finland/France / Germany/Greece/Ireland*/Netherlands/Sweden*/Switzerland Note: Countries with * beside them if you choose 1st international shipping tracking number will only be updated while the item
in the USA, once you leave tracking USA will not be updated. First Class International: (1-2 Records $26.00) (3 Records $37.50) (4 Records $39.00) Priority International: (1-2 Records $48.00) (3-4 Records $52.00) Hong Kong 1st Class International: (1-2 Records $25.00) (3 Records $35.00) (4 Records $54.00) Priority International: (1-2
Records $50.00) (3 Records $57.00) (4 Records $62.00) Japan First Class International: (1-4 7 Singles $15.00) (1-2 Records $25.00) (3 Records $35.00) Priority International: (1-2 Records $54.00) (3 Records $58.00) Malta Priority International: (1-2 Records $48.00) (3-4 Records $52.00) Spain First Class International: (1-2 Records
$25.00) (3 Records $37.00) Priority International: (1-2 Records $50.00) (3-4 Records $55.00) Thailand First Class International: (1-2 Records $23.00) (3-4 Records $30.00) Priority International: (1-2 Records $53.00) (3-4 Records $59.00) SHIPS FREE in U.S. Disc 1 Titles Artist Length Lost in Love Air Supply 03:51 Even the Nights Are
Better Air Supply 03:57 The One That You Love Air Supply 04:17 Every Woman in the World Air Supply 03:29 Chances Air Supply 03:32 Making Love Out of Nothing In all air supply 05:15 all of Love Air Show 04:01 Here I am (just when I thought I was more than you) Air Supply 03:46 Sweet Dreams Air Offer 05:19 SHIPS free in the US.
Cat #Artist Title (Format) Cat Label #Public Country BIT.10000 Air Show Biggest Hits (LL, Combe) Sale This VERSION MMTL 1264 Air Offer Biggest Hits (LL, Combe, RE) Sale This Version 8779 Air Offer Biggest Hits (Cass, Combe, Unofficial) Sale This VERSION ARCD 8024 Air Offer Biggest Hits (CD, Comp) Sell this version BTLC
1005 Air Offer Biggest Hits (LL, Overlay) Sell This Cat Version #Artist Title (Format) Cat Label #Public Country BIT.10000 Air Offer Biggest Hits (LL, Comp) Sale this version RTLP-16037, AL8-8024 Air Offer Greater Hits (LPLP, Comp) Sale This version AL8-8024 Air Offer Greatest Hits (LL, Combe, Club) Sale This VERSION ARI 90070
Air Offer Biggest Hits (LP, Comp) Sale This Version Nothing Air Show Biggest Hits (LL, Comp) Sale This Version
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